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Identification of Blood Vessels in Cortical Bone Pores utilizing DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT 

Matthew R. Gibbons 

ABSTRACT 

Purpose: Various diseases, such as Type II Diabetes (T2D), impact the microarchitecture of bones. 

DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT have been used to investigate cortical bone structural changes and to 

understand the role blood vessels have in the development of T2D-related pathological porosity in cortical 

bone.  The purpose of this project was to look at the cortical bone porosity, and determine the contents of 

the pores (whether or not they had affiliated blood vessels), so as to better understand the mechanisms 

driving pathological bone porosity. To this end, image processing routines were developed to quantify 

bone porosity and to determine blood vessel location and volume fraction. 

Methods: Results from an existing DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT image processing protocol (pipeline 1) were 

used in this study. As part of pipeline 1, the MRI and CT images underwent a global rigid registration. 

Pipeline 1 also provided masks for the CT cortical bone, the blood vessels, and the bone pores. Image 

pipeline 2 was developed through this thesis project. Pipeline 2 has a set of threshold and dilation/erosion 

steps to create a mask for the MRI cortical bone. It also performs non-rigid registration of bone masks and 

completes registration of vessels to pores with a piecewise rigid algorithm. The overlap of the registered 

vessel mask with the pore mask determines the final properties and biomarkers of the blood vessel 

network. Numerical and physical phantoms were used to characterize the algorithms by allowing a 

comparison to ground truth. 

Results: In bone data artifacts are visible in the MRI bone masks. The imaging pipeline overcomes these 

and increases MRI to CT bone Dice coefficients from 0.8 to 0.9. Blood vessel alignment, as defined by 

vessel voxel overlap with pore voxels, is improved with vessel overlap increasing from 20% to 90%, and 

vessel voxel overlap increasing from 8% to 40%. Analysis of 12 distal and ultra-distal tibia data sets did 

not show a statistically significant difference between normal and T2D patients (mean ~ 0.3% for each 

with p = 0.4). A numerical phantom study provided metrics for pipeline 2 success. It indicated that after 

pipeline 1 offsets between vessels and pores should be < 15 voxels and pore densities should be < 20%. 

A physical phantom study showed capability to identify vessels with diameters as small as 300 µm. 
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Conclusions: Positive results with bone and phantom data indicate a proof of concept for the general 

approach as well as the implemented algorithms. Pipeline 2 achieved high alignment fractions for blood 

vessels and pores. The analysis of both bone and phantom data has led to the definition of metrics and 

identification of specific algorithm deficiencies. Future work on these items should result in a robust image 

analysis pipeline for most data sets and a set of useful metrics to distinguish problematic data sets. These 

algorithm improvements along with analysis of more data sets will be needed to ascertain whether there 

are statistically significant differences between populations for cortical bone vessel densities.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 The skeleton provides shape and structure to our bodies, and the bones perform a wide range of 

essential functions. To perform all of these functions, bones are organs composed of living tissues. The 

skeletal system is as complex as any other organ within the human body. 

 The three main components of bone are: cortical (compact) bone, trabecular (spongy) bone, and 

marrow [1]. Compact bone is the densest, hardest, and heaviest bone tissue, located on exterior bone 

surfaces. It provides most of the support for the body. Present within the compact bone are canals filled 

with nerves, blood vessels, and bone marrow. The trabecular bone, within the bone interior, has a 

characteristic ‘honeycomb’ architecture consisting of many irregular-shaped trabeculae. The space 

between trabeculae are also filled with marrow, nerves, and blood vessels. The bone marrow is within the 

central cavity of long bones. Marrow provides the microenvironment for various types of stem cells 

including hematopoietic stem cells (which differentiate into various immune cells and red blood cells), and 

mesenchymal stem cells (which differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts, osteoclasts, etc.) [2]. 

 Bones are not static. They maintain a homeostasis where ossification (bone formation) and 

resorption (bone removal) constantly renew the bone structure in the process of remodeling. An 

imbalance with more resorption can decrease the bone density and volume while increasing porosity. 

This will decrease bone strength and increase fracture risk. 

 Various diseases (Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) or diabetes), as well as life stages 

(menopause or aging) affect bone biology, morphology and microarchitecture. The HIV virus can infect 

the bone impacting the osteoblasts’ ability to carry out bone formation functions, plus adverse effects 

have been reported with various antiretroviral treatments [3]. Bone structure and function can be modified 

by the enhanced glycation environment created by diabetes, including increased mesenchymal stem cell 

apoptosis [4] [5]. Post-menopausal women can be negatively impacted by reduced levels of estrogen, 

decreased osteoblast (bone formation) activity, and increased osteoclast (bone resorption) activity, 

resulting in decreased bone density and increased porosity [6] [7]. Patients with bone degenerative 

diseases may have higher fracture risk even though bone density may not be significantly worse.  

 Studies in the Kazakia Lab use Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(DCE-MRI) and High Resolution Peripheral Quantitative Computed Tomography (HR-pQCT) to 
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investigate cortical bone structural changes. DCE-MRI identifies blood vessels while HR-pQCT shows the 

mineralized bone components.  

 In the past, Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DXA) was used to assess Bone Mineral Density 

(BMD) as an indirect measure of bone fracture risk. However, BMD levels do not provide the bone 

architecture / microstructure information needed when studying bone pores. In recent years, HR-pQCT 

has taken precedence (Fig 1a) [8]. HR-pQCT acquires images based on the same principles as traditional 

QCT, but at much higher resolution, allowing imaging of pores within the bones. High resolution impacts 

acquisition time with scan averages of ~3 min. Despite the longer scan time, HR-pQCT radiation dose is 

not reported as higher in part due to the small, peripheral volumes scanned [9]. 

 Anatomic information of blood vessels is obtained with DCE-MRI [10] [11]. DCE-MRI analyzes the 

temporal enhancement pattern of a tissue after injecting a contrast agent into the body. The contrast 

agent used for DCE is a paramagnetic gadolinium (Gd) chelate which decreases the T1 of protons [11]. 

As a result, tissues and vessels that take up Gd will have a lower T1 value, and display a higher signal 

after T1-weighted MRI imaging. After injection, Gd will leak into the extracellular space of tissues, but cell 

membranes prevent uptake into cells. Finally, Gd returns to vessels from extracellular space and wash 

out occurs via the kidneys (Fig 1b). 

 

a)   b)  

Fig 1: a) HR-pQCT scan and b) Gd process in the body 

 

 Since DCE-MRI has poor resolution compared to HR-pQCT, the MRI observed blood vessels will 

appear larger than they actually are. Simply counting blood vessel voxels and comparing to pore voxels 
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will result in an incorrect assessment of blood vessel density. As part of the image analysis pipeline, 

blood vessels are associated with specific pores. The intent is to correct the blood vessel volumes for a 

more accurate assessment. Since parts of blood vessels may be missing because of poor MRI resolution, 

blood vessel to pore alignment may also enable estimates to fill in unresolved blood vessel segments. 

 The purpose of this project was to investigate the cortical bone porosity, and determine the 

contents of the pores (whether or not they had affiliated blood vessels). This capability will support 

subsequent research to better understand the mechanisms driving pathological bone porosity. To this 

end, image processing routines were developed to quantify bone porosity and to determine blood vessel 

location and density. Objectives included creation of MRI cortical bone masks, confirming alignment of 

MRI and CT images, aligning MRI blood vessel masks and CT pore masks, trimming the blood vessel 

masks consistent with the pore mask envelope, and reporting biomarkers such as blood vessel volume 

fraction of the resulting blood vessel networks. 

2 METHODS 

 The data sets for this study are from tibia acquisitions coordinated by the Kazakia lab at the 

UCSF Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging in China Basin [12]. Reconstructions were made 

of the distal and ultra-distal tibia in a trial study of patients with Type II Diabetes (T2D) and healthy 

controls [12] [13]. For CT, a clinical HR-pQCT scanner (XTremeCT, Scanca Medical AG, Bruttisellen, 

Switzerland) was used. The x-ray source was set with voltage 60 kVp and current 900 µA. The acquisition 

FOV was 126 mm with 750 projections to achieve a resolution of 0.082 mm x 0.082 mm x 0.082 mm [14]. 

The MRI scanner was a 3T wide-bore system (GE Healthcare, Chicago, USA). The DCE-MRI protocol 

was a spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) pulse sequence with Frequency Encoding Field-of-View (FOV) 12 

cm, and Phase Encoding FOV 9 cm. The acquisition resolution was 0.23 mm x 0.23 mm x 0.5 mm. The 

contrast agent, Gadavist, was administered, 0.1ml/kg, intravenously at 2ml/s. After a 1 min delay, 18 MRI 

acquisitions were made at 30 sec intervals [13]. MRI and CT acquisitions were completed within the same 

day so no change in the bone structure was expected. 

 The image analysis for this project consists of two parts. The first part (pipeline 1) is an image 

processing pipeline developed in the Kazakia lab by Dr. Po Hung [13]. The DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT data 

are the input. Image masks for cortical bone, pores in the cortical bone, and blood vessels in the cortical 
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bone are the outputs. The image analysis developed for this thesis (pipeline 2) consists of generating an 

MRI bone mask, registering MRI and CT bone masks, and quantifying blood vessel vs pore locations. 

2.1 Image Processing for vessel identification (Pipeline 1) 

 Pipeline 1 has three parts: a) registration, b) mask generation, and c) segmentation [12] [13]. In 

the registration step a normalized mutual information registration technique is implemented using FSL 

software [15]. The target image is the first MRI acquisition which is prior to contrast affecting the imaging. 

The subsequent DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT images are the source images registered to the target. Next 

cortical bone and pore masks are created from HR-pQCT data using a segmentation algorithm that 

determines endosteal and periosteal boundaries of the cortical bone [16] [17]. The cortical bone is used 

as a mask on the DCE-MRI data so only voxels within the cortical bone are identified as blood vessels. 

 The blood vessels enhance over the course of the DCE-MRI acquisition, while the marrow fat and 

bone do not. Since automated analysis must be implemented on each voxel, the enhancement is not 

averaged over a manually selected Region-of-Interest (ROI). Noise in this non-averaged signal makes 

classification, based only on the maximum enhancement ratio, prone to error. Thus, several features of 

the enhancement are extracted for further processing.  

 The first feature is the primary component from a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) [18] of 

DCE-MRI data that has been filtered to bring out vessel-like objects. The filtering algorithm, based on 

work by Frangi, et. al. [19], uses the image Hessian matrix (a second order kernel) to provide local 

structure information. It calculates a vesselness measure for each voxel from the structure information. 

This is a multiscale algorithm for detecting vessels of various diameters. A range of scale factors must be 

provided. Factors from 0.75 to 1.25 appear to work well for vessel diameters from 1 to 10 voxels. The 

PCA interrogates the complete time series of vesselness images and returns principal components, 

characterizing the enhancement curve. Other extracted features are the Area Under the Curve (AUC), the 

standard deviation of the curve, and the sum of the local differences between each time point. These four 

features are processed by a k-means clustering algorithm [20]. The voxels in the k-means group with the 

largest vesselness are designated as blood vessel voxels. A blood vessel mask is generated from these 

voxels. 
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2.2 Registration of blood vessels to pores (Pipeline 2) 

Mask analysis: Bone masks are generated from pre-enhancement MRI images through the following 

steps (Fig. 2): 

1) Determine a threshold from a center ROI intensity 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤&'()&*( − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚/01(02/13 3 +

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚/01(02/13. Set cortical bone equal to 0 by creating a binary image from the raw MRI data using 

the threshold. Because of MRI image noise the cortical bone will not always form a contiguous ring. To 

ensure bone continuity, a narrow annulus from the CT cortical bone mask is nulled in the MRI image. 

The narrow annulus is generated by performing a skeletonization operation on the CT mask [21]. 

2) Set the background equal to 0 outside the bone with an operation using the CT cortical bone mask. 

3) Perform a fill operation to fill holes in the trabecular bone interior that remain after previous operations. 

4) Use an open operation to remove non-zero voxels caused at the interface between the CT and MRI 

bone outer boundaries. The non-zero voxels occur because the CT and MRI edges do not align 

perfectly. This step creates a mask of the MRI trabecular bone. 

5) Add the inverse of the mask from step (1) to return the cortical bone to the MRI bone mask. 

6) Perform a fill operation to remove any holes that occurred due to operations (4) and (5). 

7) Smooth the outer boundary with a close operation and subtract the trabecular mask of step (5) to 

complete the MRI cortical bone mask. 

 

 

Fig 2: Steps in the MRI bone mask algorithm 

MRI image

Bone mask
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 The MRI and CT bone masks were compared qualitatively and quantitatively. An outline of the 

MRI bone mask was generated through edge detection using the Laplacian-of-Gaussian algorithm. The 

edge was added to the raw MRI and CT images for visual, qualitative assessment. The difference 

between masks was quantified with the DICE coefficient. 

 𝐷𝐼𝐶𝐸 = 2 𝑀𝑅𝐼	⋂	𝐶𝑇 𝑀𝑅𝐼 + 𝐶𝑇     (1) 

2.3 Blood vessel and bone pore analysis:  

 Using the cortical bone masks from both CT and MRI, steps to align the blood vessels with the 

pores were preformed: a) non-rigid register the MRI mask to the CT mask, b) apply displacement matrix 

to the blood vessel mask, c) define volumes of interest (VOI) around the blood vessels, d) piecewise 

register the vessels to the pores using the VOIs, and e) calculate the vessel to pore overlap.  

2.3.1 Non-rigid registration 

 Due to artifacts in the MR acquisition, deformation was evident in the cortical bone mask from 

MRI as comparted to CT. Demons non-rigid registration (Matlab imregdemons() [22] [23]) was used on 

the MRI mask to mitigate this issue. Since the masks were of similar shape and already overlapped from 

the rigid registration of pipeline 1, the additional deformation was well within the capability of the Demons 

algorithm. The operation moved the MRI pores and vessels closer to appropriate locations in the CT pore 

mask. This is necessary for cases where the MRI bone appears thicker than the CT bone. The calculated 

registration displacement matrix was then applied to the blood vessel mask. 

2.3.2 Piecewise rigid registration 

 Because of the tight alignment required in this project, the non-rigid registration does not achieve 

sufficient accuracy. The next step was a piecewise rigid registration of the vessel mask. The vessels were 

identified by segmentation and filtered according to size. Those smaller than 100 voxels were not used for 

this final registration step. The mask was divided into pieces by defining sub-VOIs that extend a defined 

radius around the blood vessels. If sub-VOIs intersect, they were combined. Limits were defined in the 

Cartesian coordinate system so the final VOIs were formed as hexahedra. The code started with a 14 

voxel sub-VOI radius and reported the resulting sizes of the final VOIs. The user was queried to provide 

changes to the defined radius should the final VOIs be too large or small.  
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 Before registration the pore mask was modified to deal with discrepancies between the MRI and 

CT bone masks where parts of vessels may exist in the trabecular compartment. Voxels, that were within 

the trabecular compartment and < 6 voxels away from vessels, were added to the pore mask. These 

added volumes were small, intermittent patches around the endosteal boundary of the cortical bone since 

few vessels resided near the boundary. These trabecular voxels were not counted for purposes of vessel 

overlay fraction, vessel volume fraction in cortical bone and other parameters. With the VOIs and 

modified pore mask defined, rigid registration of the vessel mask to the pore mask was performed within 

each VOI by the Matlab imregister() function [22] [24]. 

2.3.3 Calculation of properties and statistics 

 Vessel to pore alignment was inspected in several ways. Visual inspection of 3D renderings and 

2D slice images provided a qualitative assessment of vessel and pore features. Overlap was defined as 

voxels that were intersections of both the vessel and pore masks. Before calculating overlap, the pore 

mask was expanded by adding voxels that both overlap the vessel mask and have BMD one standard 

deviation below the mean BMD for cortical bone. The fractional overlap was quantified between vessels 

and pores with voxel counts and segmented vessel counts. Good alignment should exhibit an increase in 

both these quantities. However, 100% overlap of vessel voxels with pore voxels was not expected. Since 

MRI resolution was worse than CT resolution, the vessels generated by the image pipeline may extend 

beyond their actual physical volume. Clipping of the vessel volume, so vessels fit within the pores, was a 

desired function of the pipeline. 

 Once the aligned and reduced blood vessel mask was finalized, the characteristics of the blood 

vessel network were calculated. Voxel counts and properties provide biomarkers, specifically: blood 

vessel volume fraction compared to cortical bone and pores; vessel volume fraction within the lamina of 

the cortical bone (endosteal, mid, and periosteal); and BMD in bone, pore, and vessel regions. Vessel 

volume fractions were calculated as the ratio of the number of vessel voxels divided by total number of 

voxels within the cortical bone boundary or total number of pore voxels. Means of the properties were 

calculated from the data sets and compared against various factors: control vs T2D patient, distal vs ultra-

distal tibia, and BMD region. Statistical significance was calculated by p-value using the MATLAB ttest2(). 

Box plots, generated by the MATLAB function boxplot(), were employed to display distribution 
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comparisons. 

2.4 Calibration and repeatability:  

 Because in vivo data is being analyzed, there was no “ground truth” for blood vessel location or 

size to determine the efficacy of the registration pipeline. To quantify the pipeline’s ability to correctly 

achieve vessel alignment, experiments were performed on known configurations with numerical and 

physical phantoms. Additionally, the physical phantoms provided resolution calibration data. The image 

analysis pipeline was investigated to determine whether it was robust to variation in MRI scan data. The 

effect of repeat MRI scanning  on biomarkers for vessel volume fraction was analyzed. 

2.4.1 Numerical phantom 

 The blood vessel network derived from DCE-MRI does not capture the complete anatomic  

network due to resolution limitations and varies depending on the features input to and groups selected 

from the k-means algorithm. The CT data provides a more accurate estimate of the pore network, but still 

is not a perfect representation. With this in mind, a phantom of numerically generated pore and vessel 

networks embedded in a cylindrical bone structure was created.  

 The phantom is shown in Fig. 3. The image domain is 301 x 301 x 50 voxels. For the CT image 

an annulus bone mask was defined with a radius of 85 voxels and thickness of 30 voxels. Pores were 

defined as 3 x 3 x 5 voxel columns. The positions of the pores were defined randomly within the volume 

of the bone mask with a volume fraction selected by the user to be a specified fraction of the total bone 

volume. Pores to accommodate blood vessels were also added to the pore mask. Blood vessels were 

square 5 x 5 columns in four groups with 1, 2, 3, and 4 vessels, respectively. The four groups tested the 

effect of the pipeline on singular or clustered vessels. Six vessels were the full 50 voxel height while four 

of the vessels were ½ height resulting in 10000 vessel voxels in total. The MRI bone mask was 10% 

larger than the CT bone mask with a radius of 94 voxels and thickness of 34 voxels. The difference in 

size was imposed to determine whether the pipeline was robust to errors in MRI to CT calibration. If the 

non-rigid registration correctly morphed the MRI bone into the CT bone shape, the reduction in vessel 

volume should be (1012 – 712) / (1112 – 782) = 0.83. So, the number of vessel voxels should be 8300.  

 The success of the vessel alignment pipeline was characterized as a function of mis-registration 

between the MRI and CT data as well as pore volume fraction in the cortical bone. In this study, the MRI 
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data was misaligned by rotation. As with the real data, the alignment of vessel voxels with pore voxels 

was characterized; however, this did not quantify whether the vessels were aligned with the correct pores. 

Because this was a numerical phantom with known properties, calculation of the overlap fraction with the 

true vessel positions was possible as a metric of model accuracy. The overlap fractions were tabulated for 

rotation angles from 0o to 18o and pore densities from 0% to 60% in order to determine conditions where 

pipeline 2 successfully aligned the MRI vessels to correct pore locations. 

 

a)  b)  c)     

Fig	3: The numerical phantom a) 3D blood vessels b) 3D bone with pores and c) 2D bone with pores 

 

2.4.2 Physical phantom 

 The objective was to use a phantom in both DCE-MRI and HR-pQCT experiments to investigate 

and quantify the precision and accuracy of the image analysis (registration) pipelines.  Optimally, a 

phantom should have attenuation, contrast, enhancement, and geometric characteristics similar to the 

distal / ultra-distal tibia (including pore or vessel type structures). For the purpose of characterization and 

calibration, a geometry much simpler than a pore or vessel network is desired. The same biomarkers, as 

calculated for actual subjects, such as pore or vessel volume fractions were evaluated. 

 PET phantoms available in the UCSF Radiology and Biomedical Imaging Department had useful 

properties for this set of experiments. One of these was the Small Animal NEMA PET Phantom NU4 (Fig 

4a) [25]. The dimensions of the phantom included an outer dimension of 33.5 mm and a cylinder length of 

63 mm. There were three fillable chambers in the phantom, one with an inside diameter and length of 30 

mm, while the other two had inside diameter of 8 mm and length of 14 mm. The phantom hot spots were 

channels of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm in diameter. The cross-section dimensions were similar to those for the 

distal tibia while the smallest hot spots were large compared to cortical bone blood vessels. A smaller 
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phantom, provided with a MILabs VECTor4 PET/SPECT/CT [26] system was also imaged (Fig 4b). It had 

an outer (diameter 20 mm) and an inner (diameter 12 mm) cylinder. The inner cylinder held a “hot rod” 

phantom with arrays of channels having diameters approximately 500, 400, 350, 300, 250, and 220 µm. 

Each array was a triangular pattern with 6, 10, 10, 10, 15, and 15 channels, respectively (Fig 4c). These 

hot spot arrays were a better size mimic for a vessel network in cortical bone. The phantoms were 

composed of PMMA which has attenuation similar to water for x-rays. In MRI, the PMMA signal was low 

which is similar to the behavior of bone [27]. The phantoms were placed in Styrofoam forms shaped to 

maintain a consistent orientation. The whole configuration was then held in a plastic container with a 

sealable lid as shown in Fig 4d. Three scans were performed as detailed below: HR-pQCT scan (1), MRI 

scan (2), and MRI scan (3). The scan parameters were the same as those defined in the introduction. 

 

a)      b)   

c)  d)  

Fig 4: PET phantoms a) NEMA NU4 phantom, b) hot rod cylinder phantom, and c) phantom container 

 

 CT experiment: The HR-pQCT scan (1) was performed with the phantom and vertical axes 

aligned. The phantom was empty so that phantom walls were attenuating relative to the non-attenuating 

chambers. This was a mimic for bone vs tissue contrast; however, the PMMA was not as attenuating as 

bone. The purpose of this experiment was for comparison with the MRI results not as an additional 
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calibration for the HR-pQCT. 

 MRI experiment: The SPGR MRI scans (2) and (3) were performed with the phantom and vertical 

axes aligned. The NEMA phantom and the inner cylinder of the small phantom were filled with contrast 

enhancing (CE) solution. Contrast concentrations needed to achieve enhancement similar to patient 

scans were calculated. Together both images were used to mock up an enhancement response where 

normalizing by the baseline image would leave only the enhancement. Desired CE concentrations were 

achieved by diluting Magnevist (Gd-DTPA) solutions with saline (table 1). The outer cylinder of the small 

phantom was filled with saline, and the container for the phantoms was filled with water. This provided 

contrast with the PMMA walls of the phantoms in a manner similar to tissue vs bone [27]. 

  It was necessary to adjust the contrast concentrations to provide appropriate enhancement for 

this static phantom experiment. The SPGR MRI sequence had TR / TE = 12ms / 4ms. For the solution, 

T2 should be substantially larger than TE, and T1 should not be too large compared to TR. With T1 in the 

range of 100 ms to several hundred ms, bright and intermediate brightness can be achieved from the T1 

response. Plus, T2 would be significantly larger than TE so T2 and T2* relaxation should not adversely 

affect the signals. 

 The Gd concentrations needed to achieve the target T1 and T2 were calculated. The observed 

relaxation rate, 𝑇AB2, depends on the intrinsic relaxation rate, T1, and the impact due to the specific 

relaxivity of the Gd, r1 and r2 [28]. The relationship is 

1 𝑇AB2 = 1 𝑇D + 1 𝑇E       (2) 

1 𝑇E = 𝑟1 ∙ 𝐺𝑑	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛       (3) 

 Magnevist has r1 = 3.9, r2 = 5.1, and concentration = 0.5 mmol / L [28]. For water T1 = 4000 ms, 

and T2 = 2000 ms. Table 1 lists example relaxation times for various Magnevist dilutions. Solutions 1:200 

and 1:500 were used in the phantom experiments. 

 

Table 1: Estimated relaxation times for Magnevist diluted in saline 

Gd concentration T1_obs T2_obs 
1:100 50.6 37.7 
1:200 100.0 74.1 
1:300 148 109.1 
1:500 241 175.4 
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The plan for the phantom scan was to perform scan (2), refill the phantom with a different Magnevist 

dilution, and perform scan (3) in the same session. The MRI had a software interrupt at the beginning of 

the session which left insufficient time during the session for scan (3). Scan (3) was performed later in the 

same day; however, the prescan calibration was not the same for the two scans. Because of this a 

procedure was implemented to deal with the water and PMMA having different relative intensities 

between scan (2) and scan (3). For the purpose of creating a DCE pseudo-time sequence, we performed 

a linear fit to match the water and PMMA between the two data sets. The resulting difference image nulls 

out water and PMMA on average. A net signal still exists in the contrast agent volumes where scan (3) 

had higher signal than scan (2). With this methodology, a data set was generated which was processed 

through the image analysis pipeline. This data set could not be compared with calculations for relative 

intensities of the two contrast agent concentrations. 

 Spatial calibration: The reconstructions of the phantom will quantify the resolution for objects in 

the MRI vs the CT images. Given the regular shape of the phantom, dimensions can be measured and 

compared to expectation. In the results section, the spatial characteristics of the small diameter channels 

with contrast agent were tabulated since the purpose of the channels is to mimic blood vessels. 

 Image analysis: With scans (1), (2), and (3), we had a set of data equivalent to that used for the 

project image analysis pipeline. The MRI-DCE data set was created by taking the first two time points 

from data set (2) (the baseline) and taking time points 3 to 18 from data set (3) (enhanced). The result is 

a step function enhancement curve which still maintains the variability of 18 separate acquisitions. Then 

we processed the data through the analysis pipeline and checked the efficacy of each step by comparing 

to the known properties of the phantom. As noted in the calibration section, this process was more 

tractable with the phantom than with an irregular shaped cortical bone and pore/vessel network. The main 

steps performed for the pipeline remain the same with slight modifications to deal with phantom data 

instead of distal tibia data: 

1) Generation of CT cortical bone and pore masks: The phantom data was not processed through the 

HR-pQCT software. It was processed in MATLAB by defining a 75% intensity threshold for PMMA. This 

leaves a mask of only PMMA with air nulled out. The mask is filled resulting in a cortical bone mask of all 
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voxels within the outer boundary of the phantoms. The inverse of the PMMA mask within the boundary of 

the bone mask defines the pore mask. 

2) Rigid registration of MRI to CT: The MATLAB imregister() function was used to transform the MRI data 

to align with the CT data on a CT resolution mesh. Since the phantoms are regular cylinders, the 

registration routine does not have large irregular structures to use for rotation alignment around the 

central axis. Only the orientation of the small channels causeds rotational asymmetry. This global 

symmetry was not a registration issue for the tibia data. To overcome this issue, manual rotation was 

applied before registration to get the channels closer to alignment. The global rigid registration did not 

provide final alignment. The capability of the image pipeline to complete the alignment was investigated. 

3) Generation of vessel mask from DCE-MRI: The routines of image pipeline 1 were used. The Frangi 

scale range was modified to be 2 to 10 for the large phantom since the channels have large diameters 

from 1 mm (12 voxels) to 5 mm (60 voxels). 

4) Generation of cortical bone mask from MRI: The routines of image pipeline 2 were used. They were 

slightly modified to completely fill the cortical bone mask. The original routines were designed assuming a 

trabecular cavity inside the cortical bone. 

5) Registration of vessel mask to pore mask: The routines of image pipeline 2 were used. 

6) Calculation of properties (vessel overlap with pores, pore volume fraction, and vessel volume fraction): 

The routines of image pipeline 2 were used. Since more accurate channel sizes are available, these were 

compared to the VECTor4 CT data as a ground truth [26]. Dice coefficients for the channels in the large 

phantom were calculated. With the small phantom, the 6 channel arrays were segmented using manually 

placed wedge volumes. The channel volume derived from the pipeline was compared to the ground truth 

for each wedge. 

2.4.3 MRI Reproducibility 

 It was not feasible to get multiple DCE-MRI scans from the same patient. However, the time 

series data already available could be used to mock up separate scans. Reproducibility of vessel 

registration and count results were tested by splitting the DCE-MRI data into separate sets. The sets of 

enhancement images were defined as all the time points vs only odd time points vs only even time points. 

The odd and even time points consisted of independent acquisitions. The image pipeline for blood vessel 
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designation generated slightly different blood vessel networks for each data set. Since the filtered 

(alternating time point) data sets had only a subset of data, they created relatively truncated blood vessel 

networks. For this reason, comparison between even and odd was more appropriate than comparison of 

odd or even to the full data set. Each case was processed through the vessel/pore alignment pipeline and 

the biomarkers (blood vessel volume fraction) in the cortical bone were tabulated.  

3 RESULTS 

3.1  DCE MRI 

 The dynamic MRI has 18 time sequence data sets with a time step of 30 seconds. An example 

enhancement image from one slice is shown in Fig 5a. Several circular hot spots are visible in the image 

as yellow on the color map. Some are within and some external to the bone perimeter. The largest is a 

vessel just outside of the bone. This vessel was selected as an ROI from which to generate the 

enhancement curve shown in Fig 5b. The enhancement peaks add about a factor of 2 (100%) above the 

baseline. The rise time is < 1min with the peak occurring at 2 min after the start of taking data. Only 

partial washout (~20% decrease from the peak) occurs by the end of data acquisition at 8.5 min. 

 

a)  b)   

Fig 5: a) DCE MRI image and b) Enhancement (%) curve 

 

3.2 MRI mask characteristics 

Fig 6 compares MRI and HR-pQCT masks. The MRI boundary generally follows the cortical bone edge 

visible in the CT image. In some areas, the MRI bone is deformed away from the CT bone. Although 

misshapen, these regions appear to represent the bone in the MRI data since the pore structure 

correlates with that visible in the CT data. The extent of overlap was quantified by dice coefficients 
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calculated over all slices in each data set (Table 2). As expected the dice coefficients increase after the 

non-rigid registration step from an average of 0.82 to 0.90. The ultra-distal bones with thinner cortical 

bone exhibit slightly lower (~4%) Dice coefficients than the distal. 

 

a)  b)   

c)  d)  
Fig 6: Image comparison of a) MRI, b) CT with MRI bone boundary highlighted, c) overlay of bone + pore 
masks from MRI and CT before non-rigid registration, and d) overlay of bone + pore masks from MRI and 
CT after non-rigid registration 
 

Table 2: Dice coefficients (MRI vs CT bone masks) 

Mask Distal Ultra Distal 
Initial 0.864 0.879 0.814 0.895 0.873 0.810 0.802 0.721 0.776 0.825 0.816 0.742 
After  0.938 0.950 0.905 0.951 0.953 0.916 0.875 0.853 0.859 0.898 0.911 0.807 

 

3.3  Vessel Overlay of Pores and calculated cortical bone characteristics 

 Examples of blood vessel and pore mask overlap are shown in Fig 7. The red voxels are vessels 

and the yellow voxels pores. Fig 7a is a 3D rendering with a wedge removed from the cortical bone 

showing blood vessels embedded in the pores. Upon visual inspection of the 3D images the vessels 
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appear to fit into pore volumes which have an appropriate shape including branches that are present in 

some vessels. Often the vessels and the pores have breaks along their length which may be 

imperfections in the respective masks as opposed to the real objects. Fig 7b is an image of blood vessels 

including only those voxels that simultaneously overlap with pore voxels. Several vessels of considerable 

length are visible. Many vessels are small and may be segments of longer vessels. Such vessels may 

have diameters mostly below the resolution limit so only intermittent sections become detectable. 

 

a)  b)  

Fig 7: 3D renderings a) blood vessels (red), pores (yellow) with wedge removed from cortical bone and b) 
blood vessels only 
 

 Fig 8 highlights several aspects of the vessel counts for the 12 data sets analyzed. In Fig 8a, the 

number of vessels is plotted vs the number of voxels in each data set. The average number of voxels per 

vessel (~40) is consistent across the data sets as evidenced by R2 = 0.93 for the linear fit. The impact of 

size filtering before the registration steps is shown in Fig 8b. Filtering decreases the number of vessels by 

~4x; however, the number of voxels only decreases by ~25%. This is due to the distribution of vessel 

sizes with the removed vessels having an average size of ~20 voxels while the remaining vessel average 

is ~200. The fraction of blood vessels and vessels voxels that overlap with pore voxels is plotted in Fig 8c. 

The voxel fraction mean increased from 8% to 40%, and the vessel fraction mean increased from 20% to 

90%. A representative displacement of the vessel network during the alignment pipeline is visualized in 

Fig 8d. The network is shown before and after alignment in the image. The displacement ranges from ~4 

to 10 voxels. 
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a) b)     

c) d)  

Fig 8: Registration results a) counts of vessels vs voxels, b) remaining fraction of voxels after filtering and 
non-rigid registration, c) vessel alignment w/ pores, and d) vessel network from before and after the 
alignment pipeline combined in the same image 
 

 The overlap fraction after the alignment pipeline remains low for a majority of the data sets. 

Several of the data sets exhibit the characteristics shown in Fig 9. Many voxels identified as vessels are 

far from any pore voxels. This is a contributor to low alignment fractions. Only severe, unrealistic 

deformation of the cortical bone shape would result in overlap of vessels with pores.  

 

a)  b)  

Fig 9: Comparison of a) pore and b) vessel positions for a low overlap fraction data set 
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 Biomarkers for subjects in the Type II diabetes (T2D) trial were summarized for distal and ultra-

distal tibia data from six subjects (4 normal and 2 patients). The vessel volume fraction (vessel voxel 

counts normalized by either pore voxels or all voxels within the cortical bone mask) of normal subjects 

and patients was compared. In both cases the mean for pores (normal 0.062, T2D 0.034, p-value 0.12) 

and bone (normal 0.0036, patients 0.0028, p-value 0.41) was larger for normal subjects than for patients; 

however, neither met statistical significance of p < 0.05. Statistical significance was evident across the 

whole population in the difference between the distal and ultra-distal portions of the tibia. The comparison 

was for vessels normalized by pores (distal 0.065, ultra-distal 0.032, p-value 0.057) and pores normalized 

by bone (distal 0.053, ultra-distal 0.098, p-value 0.025). The thinner ultra-distal cortical bone had a lower 

vessel volume to pore volume but a higher pore volume to cortical bone volume. The vessel volume to 

bone volume was almost the same. In both regions, the volume fraction of pores to cortical bone was < 

15%. 

 

a)     b)     

Fig 10: Comparison of blood vessel fractions between normal subjects and patients a) ratio of overlapped 
vessel voxels / pore voxels and b) ratio of overlapped vessel voxels / bone voxels 
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a)   b)   

Fig 11: Comparison of vessel and pore voxels between the distal and ultra-distal tibia a) ratio of 
overlapped vessel voxels / pore voxels and b) ratio of pore voxels / bone voxels 
 
 Bone Mineral Density (BMD) was assigned to each voxel based upon the attenuation coefficient 

determined from the CT reconstructed image. The tibia data set exhibited several trends related to the 

voxel type (bone, blood vessel not overlapped with pore, pore, or blood vessel overlapped with pore). A 

comparison of the types based on the means for each data set is shown in Fig 12. As expected, the BMD 

decreased from highest in bone voxels to lowest in vessels voxels that overlap pore voxels. The 

difference between the means of each type was statistically significant with the largest p-value = 0.0057 

for bone compared to the non-overlay vessel voxels. Whether vessel voxels were overlapped with pores 

or not, their BMD was less than the mean pore or bone voxel, respectively. This indicates that vessel 

voxels tend to be identified in volumes of lower BMD. This is reasonable since all true vessels should 

reside in pores. Differences also existed between the distal and ultra-distal tibia with the ultra-distal 

having a consistently lower BMD for bone (distal = 888 mg HA/ccm, ultra-distal = 832 mg HA/ccm, p-

value = 0.0023) and for vessels that overlap pores (distal = 379 mg HA/ccm, ultra-distal = 330 mg 

HA/ccm, p-value = 0.091). 
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Fig 12 : Comparison of BMD for the voxels types: bone, non-overlap vessels, pores, and overlap vessels 
 

3.4 Numerical phantom 

 The numerical phantom was used to characterize pipeline 2 and determine the impact on the 

vessel mask and the registration of vessels to pores. A measure of the impact was given by comparing 

the number of vessel voxels before and after registration. A measure of the alignment was given by the 

dice coefficient for vessel to pore overlap. For each response two factors were considered: the initial 

offset between the vessel and pore masks and the volume fraction of pores in the cortical bone. The 

results for the numerical phantom are shown in Fig 13. For each response, the data is plotted as a 

function of displacement in units of voxels. The vessels were rotated from 0o to 18o which for the 85-voxel 

radius resulted in a 0 to 27 voxel shift along the circumference. This rotational displacement appears to 

be a more strenuous test of the pipeline. Translations of the phantom led to less error in the final result.  

 The impact to the vessel mask is shown in Fig 13a as the total number of voxels in the vessels 

before and after the non-rigid registration of the MRI bone mask to the CT bone mask. Before non-rigid 

registration the rotation of the vessel configuration had very little effect on the vessel number (blue). Small 

fluctuations exist because of some deformation as the vessels were rotated and interpolated onto the 

image grid. The voxel counts after registration should be compared to the 8300 voxels expected (purple 

line) for the reduction of 10% in diameter (17% in vessel mask area). The non-rigid registration resulted in 

~8% additional voxels for small displacements and near the correct number of voxels for large 

displacements. The additional voxels resulted when the MRI vessel position intersected the CT pore 
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position during the non-rigid registration. The registration appears to set the size of the vessel to the size 

of the pore when they were coincident. For large rotation displacements, the vessels do not intersect the 

pores during the non-rigid registration so they decreased in area consistent with the overall cortical bone. 

The root cause is confirmed by the result (red dashed) where vessels and pores were not included in the 

cortical bone masks. With the solid cortical bone masks, the voxel count remained near the expected 

value for all displacements. 

 The effect of registration of vessel to pores during image pipeline 2 is shown in Fig. 13b. The Dice 

coefficient is plotted as a function of displacement (voxels) and pore volume fraction (n). Here an ideal 

Dice coefficient was calculated: 

𝐷𝐼𝐶𝐸/L(&M = 2 𝑀𝑅𝐼	⋂	𝐶𝑇 𝑀𝑅𝐼	𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠	𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 𝐶𝑇	𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑠	    (4) 

 where CT vessels = 10000 and the expected number of MRI vessels = 8300. Standard practice would be 

to normalize by the actual number of MRI vessels present in the processed image. However, the vessel 

number was reduced for larger offsets. Use of the expected number, provided an estimate of the MRI 

vessel deviation from the ideal. Each curve resulted from a different pore volume fraction where pore 

volume fraction was the number of pore voxels divided by the total number of voxels within the cortical 

bone boundary. 

 Two effects are evident in the data. For a displacement > 12 voxels or rotation > 10o, the 

accuracy falls off precipitously. Since the piecewise registration had a gradient based error metric, this 

was expected. Given large enough separation, there was insufficient intensity information to link the 

vessel location in the CT image to the vessel locations in the MRI image. The second effect was caused 

as pore volume fraction increased. A high pore volume fraction was equivalent to increased noise in the 

error surface of MRI to CT vessel alignment. Reduced contrast allowed the algorithm to reach a local 

minimum in the pore configuration without achieving proper alignment to the correct vessel / pore 

locations. 
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a)  b)  
Fig 13: Numerical phantom results a) vessel voxels remaining after non-rigid registration and b) Dice 
coefficient impacted by displacement (voxels) and pore volume fraction (n). 
 

a)  b)  

Fig 14: Cortical bone mask comparison of MRI and CT a) original rigid registration result and b) 10o 
rotation of MRI 
 

 Distal tibia data sets should remain within the displacement limits for the algorithm. An example of 

the rigid registered MRI and CT cortical bone masks from data set prep008 UD are shown in Fig 14a. The 

cortical bone thickness was usually 30 voxels or less. It is unlikely for there to be a translation error in the 

registration of more than 1/3 the thickness. Fig 14b shows the MRI image purposely rotated 10o with 

respect to the CT image. Such a gross misalignment is unlikely to exist after the rigid registration. 

3.5 Physical Phantom 

 Results are divided into categories of voxel size calibration between the modalities, enhancement 
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features, and the image analysis pipeline for blood vessels. 

 Voxel size: The large phantom hole diameters are shown in table 3. They were measured using 

the ImageJ ROI tool [29]. The reported voxel sizes for MRI (230 µm) and CT (82 µm) were used to 

convert voxel into physical measurements. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of large phantom hole diameters by modality 

Hole DCE MRI 
(mm) 

HR-pQCT 
(mm) 

NU4 Spec 
(mm) 

CT - MRI 
(um) 

CT - MRI 
(CT voxel) 

CT - MRI 
(%) 

1 0.899 1.083 1 184.2 2.25 17.0 
2 2.174 2.150 2 -23.5 -0.29 -1.1 
3 3.138 3.154 3 15.8 0.19 0.5 
4 4.152 4.223 4 71.9 0.88 1.7 
5 4.968 5.039 5 70.9 0.86 1.4 

  

 The small phantom dimensions (channel and outer cylinder diameters) are shown in table 4. 

Results from the HR-pQCT and the MILabs VECTor4 spec are compared [30]. The holes were too close 

to the voxel size of the MRI to get consistent measurements. The channels with < 300 um diameter did 

not have consistent size in the HR-pQCT images. 

 

Table 4: Comparison of small phantom hole diameters by CT 
 

Feature HR-pQCT 
(mm) 

VECTor4  
Spec (mm) 

Difference 
(µm) 

Difference 
(%) 

Hole 1 0.517 0.50 -17 -3.4 
Hole 2 0.424 0.40 -24 -6.0 
Hole 3 0.263 0.35 37 12.3 

Inner cylinder 9.9 9.88 -1 0.0 
Mid cylinder 11.9 12.0 147 1.2 

Outer cylinder 20.1 20.0 -90 -0.4 

 

 Enhancement features: Images of the large and small phantoms are shown in Fig 15. The 

contrast enhancement appears uniform for the channels of the large phantom in Fig 15a. The water 

surrounding the phantom has a lighter contrast than the dark PMMA of the phantom walls reminiscent of 

tissue to bone contrast. At the bottom of the image the dark boundary with air is visible. The HR-pQCT 

image in Fig 15b shows the high attenuation in the PMMA walls of the small phantom. The smallest hot 
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spot channels are not clearly visible. The small phantom MRI images are from the first and second MRI 

scans. It is encouraging that enhancement is visible in the smallest channels for the first MRI data set. 

However, the intensity is reduced and the spots are blurred together. These characteristics can affect 

vessel identification. Again, the smallest hot spot channels are not visible in the second scan. With 

residual water in the channels, the contrast agent would be excluded. The hot spot cylinder was also 

rotated from the 1st to the 2nd scan. Rotation occurred because the cylinder must be removed to change 

out the contrast solution, and orientation cannot be controlled when replacing the cylinder.  

 

a)  b)  

c)  d)  

Fig 15: Phantom MRI images with contrast agent a) large phantom showing water container around 
phantom, b) HR-pQCT image of small phantom, c) first MRI acquisition of small phantom, and d) second 
MRI acquisition of small phantom 
 

 Fig 16 has histogram plots of the MRI voxel intensities in and around the large phantom. The 

peak at the lowest intensity is from PMMA followed by the peak for water. The peak at highest intensity is 

from the contrast enhanced channels. The differences between the first and second scans are significant. 

The absolute values and the relative positions of the PMMA and water peaks have substantially changed. 

The two peaks have partially merged in the second acquisition. For the data to be useable in creating a 
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pseudo-enhancement curve, the intensity distributions had to be adjusted so the PMMA and water 

regions cancelled between the two scans. Average intensities were calculated over volumes in the PMMA 

and water from the 1st and 2nd data sets. The linear fit was determined to match mean PMMA and water 

intensities in the 2nd acquisition to the first acquisition. The linear fit was then applied to the all intensities 

in the 2nd acquisition. The difference between the 1st acquisition and the scaled 2nd acquisition became 

the enhancement image where PMMA and water signals had cancelled.   

 

a)  b)  

Fig 16: Intensity histograms for the MRI data from a) 1st scan and b) 2nd scan 
 

 A different procedure was used for the small phantom since there was inconsistent or no 

enhancement in the small channels. Scaling was not sufficient to create a useful data set. In this case a 

pseudo-enhancement data set was created by scaling the 1st acquisition by 120%. Only high intensity 

voxels were scaled by using a mask that blocked the low intensity voxels for PMMA and water in the 

scaling step. The difference between the pseudo-enhanced data and the original data provided the 

enhancement data for the small phantom. 

 The resulting enhancement curves are plotted in Fig 17. The data for each is from a single voxel 

to highlight the variation between the 18 acquisitions over time. Plots are from the 5 mm, 500 µm, and 

220 µm channels. Of course, this is a best-case indicator since there were no effects from patient motion 

or blood flow. The larger channels had variation that was much smaller than the enhancement with 

standard deviation ~1% of the mean intensity. The variation for the small channel was ~5% of the mean 

intensity which was significant compared to the pseudo-enhancement magnitude. The larger variance 
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arose from a washout like trend in the data; however, there was no washout in the static phantom. 

a)  b)   

c)  
Fig 17: Enhancement curves for a) large phantom (5 mm channel), b) small phantom (500 µm channel), 
and c) small phantom (220 µm channel) 
 

 Image analysis pipeline: Processing the phantom data through the image pipeline provided 

insight into generation of the vessel masks and ability to align vessels with pores for objects where the 

ground truth was known. Figs 18 and 19 are 3D visualizations of the vessel masks for the large and small 

phantoms.  

 With the large phantom, the range of Frangi scale factors required adjustment to larger values for 

correct identification of the channels with large diameter. Instead of the few 100 µm diameters of blood 

vessels in cortical bone, the channels reach a diameter of 5 µm. Erroneous vessel voxels may be 

generated when the Frangi scale range does not encompass the range of actual vessels. Another 

interesting feature of these vessel masks was the presence of voxels identified as vessels throughout the 

volume of the non-enhanced PMMA. The density of spurious vessels was low when the large channels 

were correctly defined (Fig 18a large Frangi scale factors), but high when only remnants of the large 
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channels existed (Fig 18b small Frangi scale factors).  

a)  b)  

Fig 18: Vessel masks from the large phantom with Frangi scale range a) 2 to 10 and b) 0.75 to 1.25 

 

 

Fig 19: Vessel mask from the small phantom with Frangi scale range 0.25 to 3.25 

 

 Metrics from the vessel alignment pipeline are listed in table 5. Since the cortical bone mask was 

a simple cylinder, the registration algorithms produced a close match between CT and MRI mask with 

Dice coefficients of 0.985. The overlap of vessels with pores reached 100%, and the overlap of vessel 

voxels with pore voxels was also high (96% large channels and 81% small channels). 

 There are discrepancies between the number of segmented vessels reported in table 5 vs the 

actual number of channels. Extra vessels existed because of the erroneous vessel voxels described 

above. As seen in fig 18 and 19, the erroneous vessels were smaller than the actual channels; however, 

they still affected the vessel calculations of table 5. In the large phantom, the final number of vessels 

reported was 15 while only 5 channels exist in the phantom. It was observed that the 5 large channels 
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were properly identified and aligned as part of the 15 vessels reported. 

 The small phantom indicates the size of channels that can be resolved. The channel arrays are 

mostly intact down to the 300 µm size as shown in Fig 19. Below that size only fragments of the channels 

remained. Nonetheless, the piecewise rigid registration algorithm was able to achieve the final alignment 

of the vessel and pore arrays. This is shown in Fig 20 which has before and after images of the 

overlapped masks. The separation of the purple (vessel) and green (pore) channels are visible in the 

before image. The channels have become aligned (white) in the after image. The large green annulus is 

the pore mask (open space) between the concentric tubes of phantom walls. 

 

Table 5: Characteristics of the bone masks and overlap of vessels from the alignment pipeline 

Phantom 

Dice: cortical bone 
mask % overlap: voxels % overlap: 

vessels Number of vessels 
Number 

of 
Channels 

Af global 
rigid 

Af non-
rigid Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final Actual 

Large 0.973 0.985 68.6% 96.3% 1.96% 100% 204 15 5 
Small 0.966 0.985 35.4% 80.7% 63.0% 100% 235 61 66 

 

 

Fig 20: Combined images of the vessel and pores masks a) before and b) after piecewise registration 
 

 The smaller, more densely packed arrays suffered from both a reduction in signal and the overlap 

of signal between nearest neighbors. Instead of individual channels, the intensity became more uniform 

across the whole volume of the array. Table 5 does not indicate which of the actual 66 channels are 

represented in the final number of vessels reported. Table 6 provides an additional measure to quantify 

the capability of pipeline 2. The ratio was taken of the VECTor4 total channel volume (ground truth) [30] in 

misaligned aligned
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each array to the volume measured from the vessel mask. The fraction dropped from 1.0 for the 500 µm 

array to 0.091 for the 220 µm array. 

 

Table 6: Vessel mask volume within each channel array type 

Array 
type 

Channel 
Diameter 

Spec 
(µm) 

# of 
channels 

Total 
volume 
(µm3) 

Fine 
resolution 

volume 
(voxels) 

Vessel 
mask 

volume 
(voxels) 

Volume 
Fraction 

1 500 6 71.7e6 10666 10691 1.00 
2 400 10 76.7e6 11400 6761 0.59 
3 350 10 58.7e6 8728 2445 0.28 
4 300 10 43.1e6 6413 1035 0.16 
5 250 15 44.9e6 6680 835 0.13 
6 220 15 34.8e6 5173 473 0.091 

 

3.6 MRI Reproducibility 

 The prep008 ultra-distal data set was investigated for reproducibility by separating alternating 

time points. The blood vessel networks derived from the MRI data are compared as 3D renderings in Fig 

21. The first image is the network resulting from the full data set. Fig 21b illustrates the voxels remaining 

after subtraction of the odd data set from the even data set before processing through pipeline 2. A 

scattering of voxels remains due to differences in shape and alignment between the data sets. Fig 21c is 

the combination of the even data network before and after pipeline 2. The displacement is sufficient to 

completely separate the vessels. Fig 21d is the subtraction of the odd and even data sets after they were 

separately processed through pipeline 2. The scattering of residual voxels is denser than the result from 

the initial images. The pipeline did not move the networks to exactly the same location, but it was close. 

Differences between the two vessel networks and multiple minima allowed by the error surface for pore 

alignment allows convergence to slightly different locations. 

 Table 7 compares characteristics of the vessel and pore networks. The fraction of overlap with 

pores for segmented vessels as well as vessel voxels was effectively the same for the three cases. The 

difference became significant only for the absolute size of the vessel network. The full data set had ~10% 

larger vessel volume which did affect the biomarker value of vessel to pore volume fraction. The relative 

variability between separate full data sets was estimated by comparing the even and odd data sets here. 

The differences in vessel number and volume fraction were < 2%. 
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a)  b)  

a) b)  

Fig 21: Comparisons of the blood vessel networks a) Original full data set network, b) Subtraction of odd 
and even networks, c) Even network before and after the alignment pipeline, and d) Subtraction of odd 
and even networks after the alignment pipeline. 
 

Table 7: Comparison of characteristics for the vessel networks from separated data sets 

Characteristic Full Even Odd Diff odd/even Diff full/even 
Vessels 35 32 32 0.00% 8.57% 
Vessel voxels 12320 11008 10826 1.68% 10.65% 
Pore voxels 275262 274364 274289 0.03% 0.33% 
Overlap vessel fraction 0.897 0.889 0.889 0.00% 0.95% 
Overlap vessel voxel fraction 0.863 0.865 0.870 -0.56% -0.21% 
Overlap vessels / pores 4.48% 4.01% 3.95% 1.52% 10.49% 

 

Table 8: Dice coefficients for overlap of blood vessel networks 

Compare Data type Dice 
even / odd before pipeline 0.896 
even / odd after pipeline 0.631 
full / even after pipeline 0.630 

 

  The overlap and similarity of these blood vessel networks was quantified with the Dice 

coefficient. As initially generated, the even and odd vessel networks were almost the same size (table 8) 

and overlap with Dice ~ 0.90. After processing through the image pipeline for pore alignment, the Dice 
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coefficients dropped to ~ 0.63.  

 Tables 9 and 10 summarize biomarkers of vessel volume fraction defined as the normalized 

vessel area (mm2/mm2) and normalized vessel number (#/mm2). They were normalized by the cortical 

bone area in each CT slice and for each lamina (endosteal, mid-cortical, periosteal). The values reported 

were the average over all slices. As shown above, the full data set identified a larger volume of voxels as 

blood vessels. The even and odd data sets were relatively consistent with differences of ~2% or less in 

the mid-cortical and periostel lamina. The larger differences in the endosteal lamina were due to statistical 

fluctuations given the small number of vessels in that lamina. 

 

Table 9: Normalized blood vessel area (mm2/mm2) 

Lamina Full Even Odd Diff full/even Diff even/odd 
endosteal 0.075% 0.057% 0.051% 31.8% 10.6% 
mid-cortical 0.728% 0.672% 0.662% 8.3% 1.57% 
periosteal 2.20% 2.03% 2.03% 8.4% 0.30% 

 

Table 10: Normalized vessel number (#/mm2) 

Lamina Full Even Odd Diff full/even Diff even/odd 
endosteal 0.0081% 0.0055% 0.0059% 47.21% -5.95% 
mid-cortical 0.0518% 0.0437% 0.0444% 18.44% -1.44% 
periosteal 0.1850% 0.1684% 0.1648% 9.85% 2.16% 

 

 

4 DISCUSSION and CONCLUSION 

In this project, routines were developed to cross check masks of cortical bone, blood vessels and pores; 

to identify overlap between blood vessels and pores; and to report characteristics of the resulting blood 

vessel networks. These capabilities will assist in researching disease effects on the mechanisms driving 

pathological bone porosity. 

4.1  Bone data sets 

 The routines for the MRI bone mask created boundaries that were generally consistent under 

visual inspection of the MRI raw data. However, the MRI boundaries were not always coincident with the 

boundaries of the CT bone mask. Discrepancies between the shapes of the CT and MRI bone appeared 

to be the cause. The rigid registration of the CT to the MRI from image pipeline 1 appears to have been 
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effective so the discrepancies were not caused by the mask generation routines. They were 

discrepancies in the MRI images. This conclusion was arrived at because pores in the MRI data are 

distorted along with the bone boundaries. The pore patterns in the MRI data were correlated but not 

coincident to similar pore patterns in the CT data.  

 Artifacts in the MRI may be a cause for differences between masks. One effect could be MRI 

chemical shift, ∆𝑥ES [31]. Normalizing by the MRI resolution, we find 

∆𝑥ES 𝛿𝑥 = 𝑓ES𝑁WX 2 ∙ 𝐵𝑊 = 440	𝐻𝑧 ∙ 512 2 ∙ 125	𝑘𝐻𝑧 = 0.9   (5) 

where 𝑓ES = chemical	shift, 𝑁WX = number	of	FE, and 𝐵𝑊 = half	bandwidth. Since the MRI resolution was 

3x worse than the CT resolution, there was a chemical shift effect of ~3 pixels in the CT domain. This was 

noticeable, but not large enough to explain the discrepancies between the masks. Another artifact of 

potential concern would be pile-up and stretch artifacts due to magnetic susceptibility differences with the 

Gd and bone [32]. Higher intensity from enhancement, encroaching into the cortical bone and 

deformation of bone, was visible in some data sets.  

 While the mentioned effects may impact the shape of the MRI bone, more work is required to 

determinate the root causes for the shape anomalies. A diagnostic for this issue would be a scan with a 

MRI sequence having different contrast. The patient scan protocol includes a MRI FIESTA-C sequence 

[33]. At present, the sequence implemented has low SNR. It may be useful to adjust the FIESTA scan 

parameters for higher SNR since the images are too noisy for diagnostic purposes. The FIESTA results 

could then be compared to SPGR for more insight with respect to resolution and bone boundary 

locations. 

 The non-rigid registration of the routines was sufficient to morph the shape of the MRI bone into 

that of the CT bone, increasing Dice coefficients from ~0.8 to ~0.9. The deformation moved the blood 

vessels embedded within the MRI bone mask closer to pores embedded within the CT bone mask. The 

improvement was evident in the increased vessel to pore overlap fraction. However, some deformation of 

the vessels themselves occurred. The amount of deformation may be affected by the inclusion of pores in 

the CT and MRI bone masks used for the non-rigid registration. The algorithm attempted to morph pores 

in the MRI mask toward the shape of pores in the CT mask. The impact was small since the pore 

distributions do not change much, but the effect may be non-negligible. To investigate this, follow-on work 
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for the non-rigid registration should include testing different versions of the bone masks. The mask 

versions to test are: no pores, filled trabecular compartment, and no pores with filled trabecular 

compartment. 

 The final step with piecewise rigid registration resulted in significant improvement in pore 

alignment. This was indicated by the increase in overlap fractions to ~40% of vessel voxels and ~90% of 

vessels themselves. These numbers quantified the qualitative conclusion from the visual inspections that 

the overlapped voxels defined contiguous blood vessels while the overlapped pores acted as an envelope 

to decrease the blood vessel extent. 

 Uncertainty remains as to correct matching of specific vessels to pores. Fortunately, the results 

indicate areas to pursue in order to increase algorithm robustness. One area, high pore volume fraction, 

could make proper alignment difficult. However, data sets with low overlap fraction data do not have a 

higher pore volume fraction than data sets with high overlap fraction. This indicates that pore volume 

fraction is probably not a contributing factor. To ensure no adverse impact, additional analysis should be 

done to quantify whether local volumes of high pore volume fraction exist around any blood vessels. A 

second concern relates to data sets with lower overlap fraction that have high vessel densities combined 

with small mean vessel size. While this relationship may have a biological basis, it may also result from 

the vessel identification pipeline. Image noise, registration errors, and other sources will cause a certain 

enhancement noise signal to exist in voxels. If large enough, some voxels will be placed in the k-means 

group designated as vessels. The issue will be exacerbated if the real vessels in a sample have low 

enhancement signal. The fact that data sets with smaller mean vessel size have both worse overlap and 

more vessels far from any pores may be an indicator of this problem. Improvements should be 

investigated by adjusting the Frangi method parameters, the k-means features, or other steps in the 

vessel identification pipeline 1. The phantom test results can provide guidance in this effort. Another 

avenue to improve registration is in the VOI definition for the piecewise rigid method. At present, the 

algorithm allows user input of the dilation parameter to determine VOI size, but the same dilation is 

applied across the entire image volume. An automated algorithm that adjusts across the volume and has 

dependence on local conditions could improve the VOI sizes for local registration. 
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 These algorithm improvements along with analysis of more data sets will be needed to ascertain 

whether there are statistically significant differences in vessel densities between populations. The T2D 

study itself is only in initial stages with few subjects. Nonetheless, the available results provide useful 

feedback for improvements of the image analysis pipeline. The limited data sets so far have vessel 

densities in bone of 3.6% normal and 2.8% T2D with p-value = 0.41. Nonetheless, there are some trends 

of note in the data. As expected, the mean BMD of vessel voxels is less than that of bone voxels by more 

than a factor of 2. The vessels voxels, after the alignment pipeline, also exhibit a lower mean BMD than 

the pore voxels. This is possible since the vessels should reside within the envelope of the pores. Higher 

pore volume fraction is observed in the ultra-distal tibia while the blood vessel volume fraction is 

approximately the same in distal and ultra-distal tibia. 

4.2 Numerical phantom 

 The numerical phantom analysis provides useful metrics for bone and vessel data sets to 

determine whether the image pipeline with return robust results. Inspection of pore and vessel locations 

within the cortical bone indicates whether the networks meet the metric of being <15 voxels from each 

other. As part of such inspections, rotational displacements could be more of a detriment than 

translational. Pore densities as a fraction of the cortical bone volume < 20% are at lower risk for error in 

the vessel alignment. These metrics were determined in the numerical phantom with simple arrays of 

columns. The image pipeline may be capable for larger displacements or pore densities with actual blood 

vessel networks. This is because the columns used for the phantom do not have the complex, 3-D extent 

that would expand the volume where moving and fixed images have overlap of intensity patterns. 

Complex, connected shapes may also stand out better against a noisy pore background. Next steps in 

this research should include realistic vessel networks in the phantom. One method for creation of artificial 

blood vessel networks was reported by Van Leeuwenn, et. al. [34]. 

4.3 Physical phantom 

 The phantom data has confirmed the calibration of the voxel size for MRI relative to CT. The large 

phantom channels had small, sub-voxel differences which validates the reported sizes. The larger error in 

the smallest hole results may be due to manual ROI tool placement instead of intrinsic to the modalities. 

This indicates that voxel size is not the cause of discrepancies between the MRI bone mask and the CT 
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bone mask. The vessel alignment pipeline has shown itself capable to align vessels with pores having 

dimensions down to 300 µm. The algorithm may be capable to smaller dimensions as long as the 

provided vessel mask is correct. With this phantom data, the vessel mask did not replicate the arrays 

below channel diameters of 300 µm. However, this is a worst-case test for the vessel identification 

algorithm. The falloff may not be as severe for isolated features as it is for these close packed arrays. 

 Lack of signal in the smallest channels of the 2nd MRI scan and presence of attenuation in the CT 

scan, indicated that residual water was present in the smallest channels. Note that PMMA and water have 

similar x-ray attenuation [35]. Water was used to extract the hot spot cylinder from the inner phantom 

cylinder after the MRI scan. The hot spot cylinder was dried, but apparently not enough to evacuate the 

smallest channels. To complete these measurements, a follow-up HR-pQCT scan should be completed 

after confirmation that all liquid has evaporated. 

 The creation of erroneous vessel voxels in the PMMA walls of the large phantoms was similar to 

patient data sets that exhibit vessel voxels far from pore voxels in the cortical bone. The characteristics of 

those voxels may indicate root causes. The number of erroneous voxels greatly increased for the case 

where the Frangi scale factors excluded most voxels in the large channels of the large phantom. This 

reduced the signal of channel voxels relative to the noise floor. If the signal from actual vessel voxels was 

not sufficiently above the noise, the algorithm may have identified as vessels those voxels in non-

enhancing volumes that have large noise. 

 Several next steps are indicated by these phantom experiments. If scan time can be procured, it 

would be beneficial to run the MRI scan again using the same prescan calibration for both contrast 

concentrations. Then the difference between two enhancement data sets could be taken with consistent 

contrast for all materials. The second MRI scan as well as an additional HR-pQCT scan should be 

performed after ensuring the small channel arrays are completely dry. This data will be needed to further 

analyze the alignment capability for small channels. Investigation is needed to understand the generation 

of erroneous vessels evident in the large phantom data, and the loss of small vessels evident in the small 

phantom data. These conditions effect the function of the Frangi vessel algorithm and the partition into 

groups by k-means. Actions include alternate selection of scale factors and use of different features for k-

means. These modifications to the image pipeline can be tested on the phantom data to determine 
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whether erroneous vessel voxels are eliminated and correct vessel voxels are increased as functions of 

vessel size and intensity. Characteristics of the phantom data such as noise and point spread function, 

derived from the physical phantom data, can be incorporated into numerical phantom experiments to 

improve predictability. Finally, the root cause for the washout like behavior in the enhancement signal for 

small channels deserves further investigation, to determine whether it is a significant noise contributor in 

patient scans. 

4.4 MRI Reproducibility 

 The small difference in vessel quantities (~2%) between the even and odd data sets provides 

confidence that derived quantities are reproducible. It is an indicator that repeated scans using the same 

data set protocol will report similar biomarker values such as overall vessel volume fraction. Of concern is 

the difference between the down selected data sets (9 time points) vs the full data set (18 time points). 

The alternating data sets may exhibit different variability for several parameters than would several full 

data sets. There should be similar impact from patient motion since similar variability will occur between 

any set of time points. This analysis may highlight differences due to longitudinal acquisitions at variable 

points along the enhancement curve. In practice, variation in timing between Gd injection, wash-in, scan 

start, heart rate, vasodilation, and other physiological variations will cause differences between separate 

scans of the same patient. The shape of the enhancement curve has an effect on blood vessel 

identification, and alternate time points will change the shape. The magnitude of the mentioned effects 

may be larger compared to a standard data set. Nonetheless, this analysis should provide insight as a 

worse case estimate into repeatability effects. At some number of time points the local vessel properties 

should asymptote, but additional analysis would be required to determine that number. 

 Local differences on the scale of the blood vessel widths can be significant as indicated by Dice 

coefficients (~0.63) comparing the even and odd data sets after the alignment pipeline. Recall that before 

alignment the slight differences between the even and odd vessel masks resulted in a Dice coefficient of 

0.9. This implies a pipeline 2 related effect of Dice ~ 0.7. The pipeline 2 impact is due to a combination of 

voxel changes from grid interpolation during registration and slight differences in final vessel locations 

after alignment. As an example, a typical blood vessel has a diameter of ~5 voxels. An offset of 1.5 voxels 

would reduce the Dice coefficient to 0.7. A misalignment of 1.5 voxels on the CT grid is ~ ½ voxel 
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misalignment on the MRI grid where the MRI CE data originates. Given the consistency of the global 

biomarker values, the observed Dice coefficients with sub-voxel alignments on the MRI grid may be 

acceptable. Additionally, the algorithm improvement actions listed in the previous sections should mitigate 

these local discrepancies. 

4.5 Conclusion 

 In this project, routines were developed to cross check masks of cortical bone, blood vessels and 

pores; to identify overlap between blood vessels and pores; and to report characteristics of the resulting 

blood vessel networks. After registration, the MRI bone masks are aligned with the CT bone masks. While 

the impact of MRI artifacts is mitigated by the image pipeline, further investigation is needed to ensure no 

effect on reported blood vessel characteristics. 

 The vessel to pore alignment pipeline can exhibit high alignment fractions for distal tibia and 

phantom data sets. This shows proof of concept for the general approach as well as the implemented 

algorithms. For some data sets alignment is not as high, and the phantom data indicates the creation of 

erroneous vessel voxels by the vessel mask image pipeline. The analysis of both bone and phantom data 

has led to the definition of metrics and identification of specific algorithm deficiencies. Future work on 

these items should result in a robust image analysis pipeline for most data sets and a set of useful 

metrics to distinguish problematic data sets for additional analysis. 
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